
VU Story Quests 
 

● TOP PRIO: Tremendous amount of FUN 
● Feels like playing a character in a movie 
● Every environment is as immersive as we can get it & inhabited with AI driven life. 
● Wide variety of gameplay mechanics and cool VR moments 
● Can be singleplayer / multiplayer or a mix of both 
● Each story chapter consists of a series of story quests (missions) chained together to tell 

the story 
● When the player dies (or fails) during one of the quests, you reset back to the last 

finished quest so you can try again. (element of danger)  
 

Example story quest : Restore the communication array 
 
The player starts VU and puts on the HMD. 
 
The player finds himself standing in his home in VU (apartment, penthouse, villa…..)  
 
The player home acts as everybodies `base of operations`, and each home has a computer 
terminal  
 
The player notices an incoming message on their computer terminal 
 
It is a message from Uruk`s Master engineer (important story character) : 
Hey one of our communication arrays went dark last night, we have no idea why so I need you 
to come with me and investigate what is going on there.  
 
 
Player accepts the story quest 
[QUEST 1 : get to the shuttle : Adventure game gameplay] 
 
Master Engineer: great, I sent for a shuttle to pick you up and bring you to the east gate where 
I`ll be waiting for you.  
 
Players gets a notification that a shuttle arrived for him in front of his home  
 
Player exits his home and sees the self driving shuttle parked in front of his home, gets in and 
the shuttle starts driving him to the east gate. 
 



 
Arriving at the east gate, the player sees the Master Engineer standing next to an armored dune 
buggy type vehicle. 
 
Master Engineer : ahh there you are, let's get going. You drive, I`ll be the navigator. But be 
careful for the sharp rocks littered across the landscape!  
 
Player gets into the buggy  
[QUEST 2 : drive to the target destination : obstacle avoiding racing gameplay] 
[driving simulator / fun racing style gameplay)  
 



 
 
Master Engineer (points): drive towards that big rock formation over there, there is a tunnel that 
takes us to the other side of the cliff  
 
Player uses both hands on the steering wheel to drive, while avoiding rocks and obstacles along 
the way.. [We make this highly immersive and FUN ] 
 
Suddenly the buggy loses power and comes to a full stop. 
 
Master Engineer: What the heck? This is the worst spot for breaking down, there are 
sandworms everywhere here! Take the shotgun from the trunk and protect us while I fix this!  
 
[QUEST 3 : defend master engineer while he fixes the buggy : wave shooter gameplay] 
 
Lets take a look what is going on. Can you pop the hood? 
 
Player has to find the button to pull to pop the trunk, once the hood is popped, player sees the 
shotgun and picks it up. At the same time Master engineer started working on the engine of the 
buggy. 
 
Master engineer : Here they come, hold them off!!!!!!!  
 
Player sees movement under the sand, from every direction around the buggy coming towards 
them. 
 



Out of the sand disturbance appears a couple dozen of menacing sandworms, attacking the the 
player and the master engineer.  
 

 
 
Player has to use the shotgun to defeat each wave of attackers until the Master engineer 
successfully repaired the buggy. 
 
Master engineer : Done! Let's get the heck out of here, quickly!!! 
 
[QUEST 4 : continue the journey : obstacle avoiding racing gameplay] 
 
 
 
Player continues to drive towards the rockformation and eventually gets to the entrance of the 
tunnel.  
 
Master engineer : Ok this is as far as we can go with the buggy, the communication array is on 
the other side of this tunnel. Let’s continue on foot. Here take this flashlight, its pretty dark in 
there. 
 



[QUEST 5 : get through the tunnel : Tomb RAIDER Lara croft type gameplay] 
 
Player follows master engineer in the tunnel, and uses the flashlight to navigate through the 
tight corridors. Lots of obstacles on the way have to be conquered : climbing ladders, jumping 
over ledges, ….  
 

 
 
 
 
[QUEST 6 : arriving at the communicatio array : adventure puzzle gameplay + climbing 
gameplay] 
 
Master engineer : Well I see two problems: The power is down and the antenna on the top of 
the cliff there has been knocked over… weird, I wonder what knocked it over…. 
 
 
Player can now choose which one of two tasks they do first, but they have to complete both in 
order to advance to quest 7. 
 
6.a : restore the power :adventure puzzle gameplay 
In order to restore power the player has to look at the communication core and follow the power 
cord leading towards it in order to find the generator. He discovers the communication core is 
powered with a small water wheel partially submerged in a small mountain creek nearby. The 
wheel is not turning because its blocked by a dead tree stump that got caught in the wheel.  
 



The player now has to explore the area and discover a chainsaw in a small tool shed. Then 
power up the chainsaw and use it to cut down the tree stump. Once done the waterwheel will 
start turning and the power is restored. 
 
6.b fix the antenna  : climbing gameplay 
 
In order to fix the antenna, the player has to climb the steep cliff to the top where the antenna is 
located. (real climbing like :  https://youtu.be/mJxcLyr6LG0?t=1m16s  ) 

 
Once to the top, the player has to use a crank to erect the antenna. 
 
Once done Master Engineer uses the intercom system to talk to the player 
 
Master Engineer: Well done, that looks perfect. Hey look around – there should be a faster way 
to get down, no need to climb all the way back down. 
 
The player explores the top of the cliff and finds a zipline. 
The player grabs the zipline with both hands and zips down the cliff  [FUN EXPERIENCE] 
 
 
 After both tasks are done:  
 
QUEST 7 :  defeat the boss sandworm  : boss battle gameplay [THRILLING BATTLE] 
 
Master Engineer: everything looks good to go, now I just need to re-calibrate the system. 
 

https://youtu.be/mJxcLyr6LG0?t=1m16s


Master Engineer starts the calibration process which produces a loud deep bass noise that 
makes the earth around vibrate.  
 
Suddenly a massive rocky scaled worm appears!  
 

 
 
Master Engineer! Holy crap, a cave worm! Quickly, the only thing that can hurt these bad boys 
is fire! Grab the flamethrower over there!  
 
The player has to find and grab the flamethrower and use it to successfully defeat the boss cave 
worm 
 
Story Quest finished : rewards 
 
After defeating the boss and successfully finishing restoring the communications array the 
player will receive a set of valuable rewards. Master engineer will then offer a teleport back to 
the east gate. 
 
 


